
 The Shuttle and the Ferry

The Shuttle     :  

Eurotunnel is the company of the
shuttle. It's a shuttle service which
conveys vehicles  between Coquelles
near Calais in France. Passengers and
freight vehicles are conveyed in
separate shuttle trains. 

The Shuttle is 50,5 km long and is composed 
of 3 tunnels.

The journey: 

First, we arrived at 12 a.m at the border. We 
went out of the bus because there was the 
Border control. The customs officers checked 
our identity. 

After that, we went by bus to the Shuttle where we entered. Everybody
was impatient and excited because nobody had already taken the 
shuttle ! Let's gooooo for a new experience ! 



    When we were in the Shuttle, the doors were closed and we started. 
   During the journey below the Channel, loads of people felt sick and 
the students were very hot.

   

 After 30 minutes of journey, we arrived in         
England. In spite of the fact that the journey 
was unpleasant, we found it a good experience. 
  When we arrived, the only thing which 
showed us that we were in England, was the 
fact that people were driving on the left.  



The Ferry     :  

The Ferry is a boat, which crosses the Channel. Vehicles and 
passengers use it to cross the Channel. 

The Ferry has to be : 
-fast 
- big 

The journey:

Before we took the Ferry, we
could go to the toilet. 

  We went on the Ferry at 5 a.m but it left England at 5:30 a.m.
The journey lasted about one hour and then, we could have 
our breakfast, sleep or go outside to admire the sunset. 

  Students took loads of pictures because the landscape was 
amazing. On the Ferry, there were loads of shops like 
Starbuck, many couches and games like car driving 
simulators. 

 



We asked students to know if they enjoyed the Ferry and most
of them found it better because it was more relaxing and 
comfortable compared to the Shuttle. 
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